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Anna Noy - Scholastic New Zealand (M.Ed, DipLitChn, B.Ed, DipTch) 

Being a successful learner of mathematics relies on a solid foundation of 

concrete counting. For our NE/Year 1 students, it is important that we spend 

considerable time developing a deep conceptual understanding of the concrete 

value of numbers before moving on to more abstract understandings that will 

be developed in PR1ME Mathematics 1A. Frequent opportunities to develop a 

deep understanding of counting, before starting on PR1ME Mathematics 1A, 

will lead to greater confidence within your students, which in turn will lead to 

them becoming more comfortable working with more advanced concepts being 

developed in PR1ME 1A. 

Around 4 years old, children are developing the ability to perceive, describe and reason about 

exact quantities using the process of subitizing and later, through counting. Subitizing is a 

perceptual process that allows for the instant recognition of the quantity of small sets. Another 

term for subitizing is global quantity perception. Children initially use global quantity perception 

to compare two groups using more or less – the greater disparity between the groups, the 

better they do (i.e. 4 vs 9). During this stage, they are less accurate with closer  quantities (i.e. 

7 vs 8). They are also starting to do some simple finger counting, but at this stage they rely 

more on global quantity (subitizing) than counting. 

 
Between ages 5 and 6, they start to integrate 

their global quantity and initial counting models. 

Children begin to recognise that number higher 

up in the counting sequence indicate quantities 

that are larger than numbers lower down. 

Moreover, they realise that numbers 

themselves have magnitude, e.g 7 is bigger 

than 5.  

 
A solid foundation of counting is strongly 

associated with strong calculating skills later. 

While counting may seem simple, it comprises 

several sub-skills or principles; 

Reference: Sousa, D.A. (2008). How the Brain Learns 

Mathematics 
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Concept/Skill Typical Error 

Number words and 

sequence 

When reciting numbers words or using them in counting situations, a student may: 

 Omits numbers 

 Repeats numbers 

One-to-one 

correspondence 

When counting a set of items, a student may: 

 Skips an item/does not include it in the counting sequence 

 Assigns more than one number word to a single item 

 Points to two or more items while saying one number word 

Cardinality After counting, when asked how many there are in the set, a student may: 

 Give the wrong number 

 Recounts to determine the number of items 

Comparing numbers/

Number conservation 

When asked to compare two sets and identify which has more, for example, a student 

believes the longest set is the larger: 

Set 1— 

Set 2—       

1) The assignment of names to the numbers and consistently use number words 

in the same order (stable order principle) 

2) An understanding that you count each item once and only once (one-to-one 

principle) 

3) The notion that the last number counted is the quantity of the counting thing 

(cardinal principle) 

4) The ability to keep track of which items have been counted and which have not 

yet, and understand that the result is the same no matter the order in which the 

objects were counted (order irrelevance principle) 

5) Understanding that dissimilar objects can be counted (abstraction principle) 

 

It is really important, for teachers that we recognise the difference between true counting 

(conceptual understanding) and rote counting. Most children, when they first learn to count, count 

by rote memorisation. This means they will likely be able to say the names of the numbers from 1 

through 10 (or greater) simply because they had memorised the order of the words; however, it is 

unlikely that they understand that 5 is 2 more than 3, for example.  

 
As children demonstrate what they know about counting and cardinality across a variety of task 

and situations, they may produce errors that indicate they are still developing and generalising 

their knowledge and skills. 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
By introducing students to a solid foundation of deep conceptual understanding of counting, at 

the concrete level, you will help your students to count with accuracy and ease before starting on 

Course Book 1A. Starting students with this solid foundation will support their smooth and 

confident transition into the concrete – pictorial – abstract approach used in PR1ME 

Mathematics. 
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Mathematics is all around us in everything we do and see.  The first year at school is a good time 

for children to become interested in counting, sorting, building, finding patterns, measuring, and 

estimating.  Becoming Prime Ready is about giving students the experiences to see the world 

mathematically. The programme allows students to see mathematics as a broad, deep and 

wondrous field of learning. In order for this to happen, the 5 principles on page  3 will form the 

foundation of the programme.   The learning of the 5 principles is carried out via four modes of 

engagement – explicit discussion, apply & practice, hands-on and explorative. Let us discuss 

each in more detail.  

 

The explicit mode is about developing number awareness across the curriculum, as 

well as short-focused whole class and small group oral discussions during a set time. 

To become numerate, learners need to see, hear and do maths across the day, so that the 

language of numbers becomes second nature – it is about our students becoming fluent with 

numbers and mathematical vocabulary (Using Language, Symbols and Text). Incorporate 

authentic reasons to count, for example, how many girls and boys are in our class today 

(attendance), counting out stationery etc.  
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Across the Curriculum Opportunities: Counting and 

mathematical understanding should be developed through 

everything we do. This should include incorporating 

mathematical language into your everyday speech across all 

learning domains, literacy, games, science etc. Include songs, 

rhymes and poems and imaginative play.  Rhymes such as, ‘Ten in a Bed’, ‘Five Fat Sausages’ 

and ‘Monkeys on the Bed’ are excellent examples.  

 

Whole Class Discussion: Tasks can range from books to rhymes, counting in both standard 

and place-value counting (principle 1 through rhythmic fluency), as a prelude to an explorative 

task, introduction to a maths art-task, investigating simple problems and, especially, 

mathematical vocabulary in authentic contexts.  Whole class and small groups is the time to 

teach and model to students how to use manipulatives, and support them to use manipulatives to 

solve meaningful problems. 

 

Small Group Oral Discussions: Little and often. Small group discussion time should be no 

more than 5–10 minutes each day for each group. These sessions are very oral and hands-on. 

This is an opportunity to discuss mathematics with one another and for you to ask probing 

questions which require students to justify their thinking. These sessions are an opportunity to go 

over vocabulary and manipulate a variety of equipment. These sessions are about children 

making sense of numbers, and being able to form internal images and ideas around numbers. 

DO NOT rush this stage – it is important that students develop a deep understanding of numbers 

and the quantities/values that these numbers represent and also a deep understanding of the 5 

Principles of Counting. These sessions are meant to be short, fun and engaging.  The use of 

mathematical language should be developed naturally through the activities.  

Number number, digit, numeral, the names of numbers up to 10 (including 0), then 20 

Comparing more, less, shorter, longer, heavier, lighter, hotter, colder, near, far, most, least, 
fewer, more than, less than, same, equal, nothing, alike, different. Once they can 
consistently count and compare near numbers, introduce one more, one less, 
between 

Counting amount, estimate, pattern, odd, even, ones, tens 

Grouping altogether, groups, join, left, set 

Geometry names of all basic 2-D shapes, and the 1D shape (line), sides (initially – then use 
edges), corners, reflection, same, fold, curved, straight, turn, left, right, rotate, tilt 

Proportional half, even, equal, fold 

Questioning How many are there? How many of each kind? Which has more or fewer? How 
many altogether? 

Books 

 

Songs & Rhyme 
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On the days you are working with small groups, the rest of the class will be working 

independently at a variety of maths centres. Tasks at your centres need to be 

short and include a number of different hands on tasks (play-based tasks), and a 

limited amount of worksheets. Tasks will include number games, fine motor 

tasks, mathematical art tasks, patterns (algebraic & geometric), board games 

(snakes and ladders styled games), weights and measures, number matching 

tasks, open-problem questions or ‘I wonder’ questions, free explorative play with 

mathematical equipment and ideas and numeral handwriting.  

 

Learning Centres 

 

Use your whole environment for learning. Go on number identification walks, 

counting or shape hunts, sorting natural objects, such as leaves or flowers, by size, 

colour, shape. Make patterns using natural objects, look for natural or manmade 

patterns in your school environment. Engage in whole class wonderment questions, 

– e.g. “I wonder how many bricks make up this wall? How could we find out?” 

 

 

 http://www.themeasuredmom.com/math/  

http://www.themeasuredmom.com/math/
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Language plays an important role in developing number sense, where number words provide 

students with verbal tools to make their thinking about number explicit. 

 

The first step in Maths and Number Awareness is learning what the 10 numerals (0 – 9) look like. 

This requires strong visual discrimination skills since many numerals (such as 6 & 9, 2 & 5,or 1 & 

7) look very similar. Once your students are able to recognise the 10 numerals and know each 

numeral’s name, they can develop an understanding of the amount (quantity) each numeral 

represents.  

The assignment of physical quantities to names and digits initially starts with numbers to 5, then 

up to 10 and then up to 20. Our counting system of 28 individual words makes counting more 

difficult for young learners. It is recommended that in conjunction with using the 28 counting 

words we currently use, we also count using the 10-word counting system.  
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1 

         2  

                3  

                        4  

                                5  

                                        6  

                                                7  

                                                       8  

                                                               9  

                                                                      10 

Research has shown that this approach helps children get a deeper understanding of our base-

10 system. This approach is especially useful when learning numbers between 10 and 20. 

 

10-word Counting System: Using Cuisenaire Rods 
Cuisenaire rods are a useful tool to develop numbers to 20 and also place value (base-10) 

11 

          

        12  

                 

                13  

                         

                        14  

                                15                             
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Ten-word English Counting 

One –1  

Two –2 

Three –3 

Four—4 

Five—5 

Six—6 

Seven—7 

Eight—8 

Nine—9 

Ten—10 

Ten-one—11 

Ten-two—12 

Ten-three—13 

Ten-four—14 

Ten-five—15 

Ten-six—16 

Ten-seven—17 

Ten-eight—18 

Ten-nine—19 

Two-ten—20 

Counting in Maori 

tahi –1 
rua—2 
toru—3 
whā—4 
rima—5 
ono—6 

whitu—7 
waru—8 
iwa—9 

tekau—10 
tekau mā tahi—11 
tekau mā rua—12 
tekau mā toru—13 
tekau mā whā—14 
tekau mā rima—15 
tekau mā ono—16 

tekau mā whitu—17 
tekau mā waru—18 
tekau mā iwa—19 

rua tekau—20 

16  

            17 

                         18  

                                      19  

                                 

                                                    20                             
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Counting in colours in also a good way to develop base-10 understanding; 

 

 
 

Also, consider playing the, “What comes next?” game to help your students understand number 

sequence. For example, say ‘4, 5, 6, 7. What comes next?’ This type of activity encourages your 

students to isolate each number and think about the number’s specific place in the order from 1 

to 10 and greater.  For numbers above 10, you can also use the 10-word counting system as 

well, e.g. ‘two-ten, two-ten-one, two-ten-three. What comes next?’ 

 

The counting sequence, usually starting at one, deals with numbers that describe quantity. Zero, 

as a number word and written symbols, represents a new concept – the absence of quantity – 

which is often difficult for children to understand. Young children’s understanding of zero 

develops over several stages. Initially they may learn the name and associate it with the symbol 

‘0’, but it is not until later that they recognise its quantitative meaning (i.e. the lack of quantity). 

 

Once the concept of zero has been 

established, you may want to consider 

using the 0—99 number chart that will 

help support the ‘roll over’ concept of 

place value. 

zero one two three four five six seven eight nine 

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 

zero one two three four five six seven eight nine 

ten eleven twelve thirteen fourteen fifteen sixteen seventeen eighteen nineteen 

10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 

ten ten-one ten-two ten-three ten-four ten-five ten-six ten-seven ten-eight ten-nine 

twenty twenty-
one 

twenty-
two 

twenty-
three 

twenty-four twenty-
five 

twenty-
six 

twenty-
seven 

twenty-
eight 

twenty-
nine 

20 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28 29 

two-ten two-ten-
one 

two-ten-
two 

two-ten-
three 

two-ten-
four 

two-ten-
five 

two-ten-
six 

two-ten-
seven 

two-ten-
eight 

two-ten-
nine 
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They should be counting both uniform and non-uniform items for practice.  First start with uniform 

arrangements. Success with smaller, easily counted sets, will support students to work towards 

more difficult arrangements (non-uniform). Probe students to consider how they could arrange 

the set to make it easier to count (some ideas they may explore are; piles, lines, arrays, other 

recognisable patterns). 

Uniform Non-Uniform 

They need to count numbers that use different arrangements of the same number of objects to 

help students recognise that the arrangement of one-to-one objects does not change the quantity 

value of the number being counted. 

5             5           5                5                 5  

5 Means 5 & 6 Means 6 

Use set of counters (number of the day) (e.g. 5) and a blank white or pale pastel laminated card 

as your hands-on manipulatives to demonstrate this concept. The counters represent the tangible 

representation of the number being investigated. Place the counters in a straight line and count 

each counter, purposefully touching each item as you count it.  Rearrange the counters, but don’t 

remove any, and count again. Repeat with different arrangements.  
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The purpose is for the learner to understand that moving the counters around does not change 

the quantity. Once they understand that 5 means 5, then you can move onto having 5 dissimilar 

objects – i.e. 3 jellybeans and 2 counters, or counters of two different colours, or two different 

sized counters – the purpose being that students need to understand that these attributes 

(different objects, different colours, different sizes, different arrangements) have no impact on 

quantity.  

 

Use two laminated cards to explore the idea of same and different. Begin first with same. One 

side can have 3 jellybeans and the other side 3 bottle 

tops. Ask the question, ‘Are they the same?’; ‘How do 

we know?’; ‘How could we check that we are right?’    

Encourage the student to count the objects and confirm 

that they are the same. Introduce the word ‘equal’ – it 

is important that students learn that the word ‘equal’ 

does not mean ‘answer’, but the word ‘same’. This is a 

very common misconception that students learn very 

early, and does lead to difficulties with algebraic 

understanding later on – e.g.  2 + 3 = 1+  (2 + 3 is the same as 1 + ) or 2b = 8. At this stage 

you could, if you wish, introduce the abstract symbol for equals. 

 

From here you can introduce ‘different’ – make two unequal groups – e.g. 3 and 4. Ask the question, ‘Are 

they the same?’ – ‘What makes them different?’. Once they have said why, sum up by saying, ‘3 is not 

equal to 4’. Then, ‘What can we do to make these groups equal?’ – The students are most likely going to 

suggest adding or putting another counter with the 3. However it is important that you explore the idea 

of going the other way as well and take one away from the 4. What you are trying to do is build up the 

idea that we can move up or down to make numbers equal (this will begin their developmental 

understanding of the concepts of addition and subtraction). 

 

Bonds 

The understanding of bonds, can be introduced at the concrete counting level. The learning of bonds is a 

natural progression from knowing that ‘5 means 5’. When dealing with bonds at the concrete stage we 

do not want to bring in the abstract language of addition and subtraction.  
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First start with bonds to five 

Say: Let’s count the number of blocks – ‘1, 2, 3, 4, 5 blocks’ – pointing as you count. Then 

replace one of the blocks with another colour. Now say, ‘I have 1, 2, 3, 4, 5 blocks, 1 red, 1, 2, 3, 

4 yellow, 5 blocks altogether’. Repeat the sequence with 2 blocks changed. 

For the final pattern, say, ‘1, 2, 3, 4, 5 red blocks and 0 yellow blocks’. It is important that 

students are also developing an understanding of ‘0’. 

 
Repetition is key for the learner to develop an understanding that numbers can be partitioned in 

many different ways, but the total quantity stays the same. While learners are engaged in the 

counting of concrete bonds, they are beginning to developing groundwork for basic facts.  Bonds 

to five can be repeated over a number of days – each day you can change the colour of the 

blocks, or you may want to change the objects on some days as well (e.g. yellow and red teddy 

bears). 

 

Then move onto bonds of six, then seven, eight, nine and ten. 
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Giving students opportunities to practice subitizing (instant recognising numbers without 

counting) is essential for the development of number concepts and relationships and will support 

their ability to group objects and to later visualise concepts. Using dice, tens frame or numicon is 

different types of subitizing that can be part of your programme.  The ability to visualise 

concepts is important when using the concrete – pictorial – abstract approach used in PR1ME 

Mathematics. 

 

Here are some common patterns for students to instantly recognise;  
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This principle says that, on the condition that Principle 1 & Principle 2 has been followed, the 

number name allocated to the final object in a collection represents the number of items in that 

collection. To be considered to have grasped this principle, a child needs to appreciate that the 

final number name is different from the earlier ones in that it not only ‘names’ the final object, 

signalling the end of the count, but also tells you how many objects have been counted.  

 

Here we are wanting students to internalise the concept that once we count the last item, the final 

counting number describes the whole group. Once you have finished counting, deliberately say, 

“I have 6 counters.” For students to progress from simple one-to-one counting, they should no 

longer need to re-count when asked the question, “How many do you have?” If,  after counting, 

a child re-counts a collection when asked how many objects there are, then they have not yet 

grasped this principle. 

 

The key to ensuring this principle is developed is to always say after every count, “I have _____ 

objects/counters/teddybears/popsicle sticks/pencils …” It may seem repetitive, but every 

time you do this, the student will be slowly internally forming a generalisation or rule that will 

explain the counting process.  

“1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8 

I have 8 jellybeans” 

Note of Caution 

Until recently, it was generally assumed that a student understood the 

cardinal principle if, after counting a collection and being asked how 

many objects there were, they immediately repeated the last number 

name spoken. However, in 2004, Bermejo et al. showed that when 

children were asked to count a collection of five objects starting the 

count with the word ‘three’ many gave the answer ‘seven’. This 

indicates that a child is still only relying on ‘rote counting’, rather than 

conceptual counting or counting for meaning.  

 Bermejo, V., Morales, S. and Garcia de Osuna, J. (2004) Supporting children’s      

 development of cardinality understanding, Learning and Instruction, 14: 381—

 98. 
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The principle refers to the knowledge that the order in which items are counted is irrelevant. It 

does not really matter whether the counting procedure left to right, from right to left or from 

somewhere else, so long as every item in the collection is counted once and only once.  

 
To practice the concept that objects can be counted from any starting location, gather a 

collection of different objects or different coloured counters and count from one particular 

counter the first time, and then start with a different counter the next time—use “think alouds” to 

demonstrate—e.g. “I am going to start counting from this yellow counter—1, 2, 3, 4, 5. I 

know I have 5 counters, but what happens if I start counting from the red counter? I 

wonder if it will still be 5?” 

 

Embedded within this principle also, one that can sometimes be overlooked, is the ability to 

keep track of what they have counted and what still needs to be counted.  

 

There are different strategies that we can teach students to help with this skill. First is moving 

the counted objects from one side of the paper to the other to ensure the item is only counted 

once. Secondly, they can be taught to organise the counting objects into a recognisable pattern, 

e.g. dice patterns, pairs (leads to counting in 2s). Another way is to count the objects into a ten 

frame, or into a ‘Woodland 10 egg carton’. You could also use two-sided counters to count by 

turning each counter over as they count. This also connects nicely onto bonds to 5, 6, 7, 8, 9 & 

10.  
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How many apples? 

How many apples? 

How many apples? 

How pieces of fruit? 

 

An important concept for children to also learn is that size, shape, and other physical features are 

not associated with quantity. In the diagrams below, it does not matter if some as larger or 

smaller, if some are apples and some are bananas, or some are in line and some are all over the 

page.  

 
The same applies to counting larger items and smaller items. For example one chair is the same 

as one pencil.  
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The use of other objects, beyond the standard maths manipulatives e.g. counters, teddy bears, popsicle 

sticks) is also important. Create an ECO box (Everyday Counting Objects box) and fill it with buttons, milk 

bottle tops, old keys, coloured paperclips, laminated pictures, foreign coins, pegs, pebbles, tree branch 

counters – anything and everything that can be counted. 

 

More Patterns in Numbers 

The arrangement of unifix blocks in the even/uneven configuration, supports students to understand and 

see (visual discrimination) the difference between an even and uneven number. It also leads to an 

understanding that adding doubles always results in an even number. 

One Two Three Four 
    

 1 + 1  2 + 2 

Five Six Seven Eight 
    

 3 + 3  4 + 4 

Nine Ten   
    

 5 + 5   
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Hands-

On 

Classifying and Sorting 

Classifying and sorting provide students with opportunities to develop logical reasoning skills as 

well as demonstration divergent thinking. For example, three students may sort a pile of buttons 

of varying shapes, sizes, colours and materials in three different ways. One child may put all the 

round buttons in one group and all the odd-shaped buttons in a different group. A second student 

might put all the metal buttons in one group and all the plastic buttons in a different group. And a 

third student might sort the buttons according to colour or size. The particular organisational 

system is not important. What is important is that each student accurately sorts according to his 

or her organisational system and is able to explain his or her thought process.  

 

Standard Geometric Shapes 

Some students may already have some shape knowledge, such as the names of shapes, 

however, once they can identify the shapes, we want to move them on to understanding the main 

attribute of shapes, i.e. number of sides and straight and curved lines.  The counting of sides can 

be linked to ‘The ability to keep track of which items have been counted and which have not yet’. 

Use laminated shapes and pegs to count the number of sides. Introduce the idea that shapes are 

made up of straight and curved edges – ‘How many straight sides (edges) does a square 

have?’ Investigate shapes that the same number of sides (squares, rectangles, rhombus etc). 

Explore triangles – beyond the standard equilateral triangle that is often in our geometric shapes 

kit. By looking at different types of triangles (you don’t need to use the different names), the 

students understand that no matter the length of the sides, if it has three sides, it is a triangle. At 

times, this can be quite confusing for students, because this principle does not apply to all 

shapes, for example quadrilaterals – every quadrilaterals has four sides, but that does not mean 

it is a square. It could be a rectangle, rhombus, diamond, kite etc.  

 

Embracing non-standard attribute shapes 

Often, when our students are introduced to shapes, via poster, apps or attribute blocks, they are 

only being introduced to one version of the shape. For example, triangles – most posters and 

attribute sets only use equilateral triangles. By only ever seeing one type, children can develop 
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The misconception that a triangle must look like this to 

be a triangle. As part of whole class discussions, 

introduce them to other ways of seeing triangles. They 

do not need to know that one is an equilateral, scalene, 

isosceles or right-angle, but they do need to 

understand that they are all triangles. Same with 

rectangles – short rectangles, long rectangles, short 

and fat rectangles etc. The only shape that has only one type is the square – you can get smaller 

or bigger squares, but the ratio dimensions never change.  Once you have introduced the basic 

shapes, introduce other versions and ask some questions or pose a statement, “My friend told 

me this was a triangle, but it looks different from the other triangles I’ve seen – how can I find out 

if it is a triangle?” 

 

Shape Scavenger Hunt 

A shape, by definition, refers to its form or outline. The form or outline of a shape is made from a 

combination of straight and curved lines. Go on a scavenger hunt looking for objects that have 

different combinations of curved and straight attributes – e.g. 1 curved edge or 2 straight lines. 

Integrate the word ‘Shape’ as part of your everyday speak when talking about various objects – 

e.g. ‘Look at the beautiful curves that make up the shape of the butterfly’s wing.’ 

 

 

Learning centre – make shapes using popsicle sticks – What 

creative shapes can they make? 

 

 

 

 

 

 www.the-best-childrens-books.org/geometry-shapes.html 

http://www.the-best-childrens-books.org/geometry-shapes.html
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Rotation, tilting & flipping 

Bring in this language of rotation, tilting and flipping in tandem with growing awareness of 

different versions of shapes. Hold up a square and say, “I know this is a square, but if I tilt it over 

a bit, is it still a square?”.  

 

The objective is not only to look at this language, but also to understand that the shape is a fixed 

attribute and does not change, but the position of the shape 

is changeable. Have a bit of fun as well – “Is it still a 

square if I put it on my head?” 

 

Geo-Boards 
What kinds of shapes can they make? Introduce the term, 

‘closed’ to describe shapes. Closed refers to the concept 

that shapes start and finish at the same point. You can 

demonstrate  this by drawing squares and triangles on the whiteboards.  

 

Geometry & Algebra 
 
The first pattern that is introduced is called an AB pattern. This 

means that two different objects line up in an alternating pattern, such 

as square (A), circle (B), square (A), circle (B) and so on.  

 

Patterns can be created using colour as the changed attribute (blue square, red square, blue 

square), size (small triangle, bigger triangle, bigger triangle) or orientation (turn).  

 

 

 

 

As comfort with patterns grows, you can introduce more complex patterns, moving to an ABC 

pattern or an AAB pattern. Through an understanding of patterns, students are able to make 

predictions about what comes next. 

 

Early Algebra 

 http://www.themeasuredmom.com/free-bear-counter-pattern-strips-for-

preschoolers/#comment-639969  

http://www.themeasuredmom.com/free-bear-counter-pattern-strips-for-preschoolers/#comment-639969
http://www.themeasuredmom.com/free-bear-counter-pattern-strips-for-preschoolers/#comment-639969
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Measurement – Comparing 
 
The beginning of measurement is about comparing which is lighter or 

heavier, taller or shorter, or longer or shorter. Just like with more or 

less, students come into school with a global understanding of weight 

and height. If you put one object in child’s hand and another object in 

the other hand (as long as there is big disparity between their 

weights), a child can tell which is heavier and which is lighter.  A natural progression is to use a 

balance scale to compare two objects. Start with a prediction: ‘Do you think this button will be 

lighter or heavier than the spoon?’ – once weighed, say ‘This button 

is lighter than this spoon’ or ‘This spoon is heavier than this button’.  

Extend by exploring if there are other objects in the room or in the 

ECO box that weigh the same as the spoon or the button – predict 

and test.  

Students could explore weight as part of science classification task – 

sinking and floating. Predict, which object you think will float and 

which one will sink. 

 
The same applies to height. If there is big disparity between the height 

or length of two objects they can see which is taller and which is shorter, 

or longer or shorter. Again use the language of comparison – ‘The chair 

is taller than this pencil’, and ‘This pencil is shorter than the chair’.  

 

Some sample explorations – learning centre or whole class. 

 I wonder how I can measure the inside of a leaf? – have lots of hands of objects 

they can use to try and measure 

 How many different ways can I sort these blocks? 

 What can I buy for 10cents? Have a shop with different items valued at 1c, 2c, 3c, 

4c, 5c – how many combinations can they make 

 Which item is the heaviest? Use balance scales to compare and contrast.  

 What patterns can I make with these shapes? 

 Which is the tallest? Sort and order objects by height 

 Who has the longest piece of wool? 
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Fine Motor Skills and Mathematics 

There are some areas in the brain (e.g., pre-frontal cortex) that are involved in both the 

processing of motor information and cognitive tasks. In this way, children who have greater motor 

abilities also tend to have better academic achievement, the hypothesis being that stronger motor 

skills early in life strengthen the neural connections that also assist children in many academic 

tasks. This link seems to be particularly strong when it comes to mathematics.  

 

Fine Motor skills tasks (Some are also counting based motor skill tasks) 
 

 

Numeral Handwriting 
 

 
 

 
 
 
 
 
  

 http://handsonaswegrow.com/fine-motor-skills-activities/ 

 http://www.education.com/activity/fine-motor-skills/  

 http://www.ot-mom-learning-activities.com/fine-motor-activities.html  

 http://www.mathematicshed.com/uploads/1/2/5/7/12572836/
number_writing_sheets.pdf 

 http://www.themeasuredmom.com/free-handwriting-pages-writing-numbers-3-
levels/  

https://www.psychologytoday.com/basics/neuroscience
http://handsonaswegrow.com/fine-motor-skills-activities/
http://www.education.com/activity/fine-motor-skills/
http://www.ot-mom-learning-activities.com/fine-motor-activities.html
http://www.mathematicshed.com/uploads/1/2/5/7/12572836/number_writing_sheets.pdf
http://www.mathematicshed.com/uploads/1/2/5/7/12572836/number_writing_sheets.pdf
http://www.themeasuredmom.com/free-handwriting-pages-writing-numbers-3-levels/
http://www.themeasuredmom.com/free-handwriting-pages-writing-numbers-3-levels/
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Finger Puppets 

This activity is for younger students. Create numbered finger puppets to 

help students learn the concept of counting backwards. On a blank piece of 

paper write out each number in a big, bold colour. Then cut about a 7 cm by 

2.5 cm piece of paper. Fit each piece to the student's fingers and then glue 

the number to the backing piece. This is a fun way for students to learn how 

to count backwards. 
 

Quantity Identification & Sequencing 

 

 

 

 

 

 http://www.powerfulmothering.com/wp-content/uploads/2014/10/counting-

caterpillar-busy-bag-printable.pdf 

 http://www.learnwithplayathome.com/2013/08/30-counting-activities-for-

kids.html  

 http://fun-a-day.com/creative-ways-teach-one-to-one-correspondence/  

 http://www.learning4kids.net/list-of-number-activities/  

 http://minkymonkeymookids.blogspot.co.nz/2013/04/20-learning-tools-to-teach-
your.html  

http://www.powerfulmothering.com/wp-content/uploads/2014/10/counting-caterpillar-busy-bag-printable.pdf
http://www.powerfulmothering.com/wp-content/uploads/2014/10/counting-caterpillar-busy-bag-printable.pdf
http://www.learnwithplayathome.com/2013/08/30-counting-activities-for-kids.html
http://www.learnwithplayathome.com/2013/08/30-counting-activities-for-kids.html
http://fun-a-day.com/creative-ways-teach-one-to-one-correspondence/
http://www.learning4kids.net/list-of-number-activities/
http://minkymonkeymookids.blogspot.co.nz/2013/04/20-learning-tools-to-teach-your.html
http://minkymonkeymookids.blogspot.co.nz/2013/04/20-learning-tools-to-teach-your.html
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Play-based Mathematics 

 
 
 

 

 

 http://www.education.com/activity/preschool/math/ 

 http://www.learning4kids.net/2012/05/06/number-play-dough/ 

 https://www.aka.org.nz/parents/playdough-gloop-recipes  

http://www.learning4kids.net/2012/05/06/number-play-dough/
https://www.aka.org.nz/parents/playdough-gloop-recipes

